ERA-Bi-Annual-Meeting 2021
Initially planned for this conference meeting was a one-dayworkshop with Christoph Sommer and Konrad Obermeier on
Thursday, April 15th 2021
“Bridging the developmental movement of the embryo with
structural pathologies”.
Due to covid-related changes this plan morphed into a zoom event
on Saturday, April 17th 2021. Below you find the Text-Version of this
zoom-event-contribution by:
Konrad Obermeier

“Leg development and the neuro-vascular-bundle (NVB)”.
A neuro-vascular-bundle (NVB) embryologically functions as a
developmental fulcrum guiding the growth-movement of
Structure and is morphologically contributing to manifesting
form. A NVB is wrapped in layered sheets of connective
tissues. We can manually address these original and central
tensional pathways, for example in the relationship of the
legs to the lumbar spine.
Principles
Embryological development is composed of growth, differentiation
and maintenance of the structural components available at any time.
This mandatorily requires the availability of molecular substances
(like oxygen or sugars) and the transport of these molecules towards
an area of growth – for example a limb.
As the molecular substances needed for growth of the embryo are
provided by the body of the maternal ‘host’, they need to be
transferred to the embryo and then transported to the actually
growing area.

In a cooperative way the two individual bodies of embryo and
mother establish an arrangement of a multitude of metabolic
directions that generally are based on metabolic gradients.
IMAGE 1 (early placenta)
Week 3

Transfer happens where the two bodies actually meet – the placenta.
Remember that the placenta is a structure developed and maintained
by the embryo. When you visualize an embryo, don’t forget to
include the placenta! The placenta is metabolically a fully integrated
but topographically an externalized aspect of the embryo.
IMAGE 2 (placenta)
Week five

On a microscopic, cellular level transfer of molecules basically
happens by diffusion based on metabolic gradients.
On a macroscopic, ‘long-distance’ tissue level molecular transport
engages special structures – vessels.

From the placenta to the embryonic ‘body’ (and from there back to
the placenta) molecules are transported through vessels in the
umbilical cord. These vessels, together with all structures serving
‘long-distance’ transport inside the body of the embryo are aspects
of the circulatory system.
IMAGE 3
umbilical cord and heart
11.4mm - week six

The circulatory system is fully functioning prior to the establishment
of the heart!
“The rule of the artery is supreme.”
“When blood and lymphatics flow freely, the tissues can
perform their physiologic functions without impedance. With the
occurrence of trauma (physical or emotional), the tissues
contract, twist, and compress. The fluid flow becomes
obstructed.”
Dr. Andrew Taylor Still.

IMAGE 4
Circulation exists prior to heart development.

The graphic representation shows the already existing circulatory
system prior and during heart development.
This means that the heart is not initiating the flow of blood, but heart
development is an answer to an increase of fluid volume and blood
flow, which inevitably manifests an increase of blood pressure.
It is the vessels rich in molecular supply that actually enable cells /
tissues to grow expansively.
IMAGE 3 (again)
11.4mm - week six
Initially leg development is laterally oriented

Initial leg development establishes itself laterally.
The predominant vessel supporting leg growth is extending from the
inferior aorta into the iliac- and then femoral artery. Topographically
this pathway is very posterior in the body (retro-peritoneal) and just
in front of the lumbar spine.

IMAGE 5
deep NVB - relating the leg to the lumbar spine

Frequently arteries, veins and nerves are ‘teaming-up’ and share
specific pathways through the organism. If they do, this pathway is
called a “Neuro-Vascular-Bundle” (NVB).
These bundles are wrapped in layers of connective tissues. They
traverse long distances and contact many structures on their
passage. Through their connective tissue component every NVB is
manifesting a tensional relationship from the center towards the
peripheral area of growth. Leg development manifests such a NVB
where femoral nerve, femoral artery and femoral vein are sharing a
pathway for a certain distance.
This specific connective tissue continuity is bridging the visceral and
axial space of being to the peripheral space of doing.
In their expansive, structural growth-movement all cells and tissues
in the leg are ‘orienting’ towards their source of metabolic products.
It is in the tensional nature of the relationship between NVB and
adjacent structures that the area of growth is expanding faster than
the vessel is extending. In this way the NVB creates a re-tensional
force, ‘holding back’ the area of expansion.
This retension is actually initiating joint differentiation and the reason
for the major NVB always being situated on the flexion side of the
joint.

IMAGE 6 (NVB)

In the leg the most obvious NVB (femoral nerve, -artery and -vein)
comes from the retroperitoneal space and passes underneath the
inguinal ligament and on top of / in front of the psoas into the leg.
Here the NVB is covered by the thin sheet of the sartorius and
extends obliquely, down the thigh to ‘tunnel’ the inferior end of the
adductor magnus and then crosses the knee posteriorly.
IMAGE 7 (NVB)
‘tunnel & canal’

Manually addressing the NVB is simple.
First clarify your intention and find the femoral pulse in the groin.
Photo 1 / femoral pulse

Orient from there towards the medial aspect of the knee. Place your
finger pads softly and aligned on top of the sartorius.
Sink through the muscular layer and contact the NVB.
Focus towards superior first, wait a little and then initiate and
maintain a slow tensional stretch towards inferior.
Extend the feel of tension up to the iliac vessels inside the posterior
pelvis and invite them to yield.
Then orient inferior and maintain the tensional direction downwards.
Photo 2 / alignment of fingers along the sartorius

Coming inferior you will find a qualitative change in the NVB where
the ‘tunnel’ starts (‘adductor-canal’). Here an obliquely oriented layer
between medial vastus and lateral adductor magnus is situated. It
contains myo-fascial fibers from the adductor magnus.
IMAGE 9
Adductor-canal

Support the client’s knee with our knee so it is slightly flexed. Bring
the medial vastus lateral with your fingers and gently stretch the
adductor medial-posterior with the thumb of your other hand.
Photo 3 / addressing the adductor canal

Then, in the same positioning, ‘open’ the arched window that relates
the medial and lateral attachment of the adductor magnus between
femur shaft and femoral condyle - thumbs from anterior and fingers
from posterior of the ‘tunnel’.

Photo 4 / addressing the actual widow between
femur shaft and femoral condyle

Photo 5 / NVB

There are many NVB’s in the body.
Below another example, in the upper arm along the humerus.
Drawing from Heitzmann & Zuckerkandl, 1890.
IMAGE 11
NVB in the arm

Thank you for your interest and time!
I hope this introductory information stimulates your curiosity and
interest to have a deeper look at the anatomy of the NVB and further
on invites you to consider embryology as an area of study that
eventually could contribute to your understanding of ‘Structural
Integration’.
The Embryo is really good in doing exactly this: integrating its own
structure while manifesting volume and form.
Robert Schleip pointed out in a personal correspondence (November
2019) that the fascial sheets covering the NVB (“tertiary
perimysium”) probably are the location where inflammatory and
fibrotic processes start. You can download the papers discussing this
(de Bruin and also Bove) from my web-site.
If you think some guidance in manually and practically addressing the
NVB could be of help – every now and then I give a weekend-class on
this theme.
If you are interested, please visit my web-site, where you can find
more information and the dates for workshops I teach in Munich and
other locations.
Konradobermeier.de

